Serious about COMPUTER SCIENCE?

Consider Teaching High School Computer Science!

Transform computer education while closing the gap between the classroom and workplace

Discover how to engage students so they learn in ways for which they are best wired to process information

Through technology, improve computational thinking, problem solving, and innovative practices with students

ALSO:
- Become one of the 10,000 individuals to teach computing through the national COMPUTER SCIENCE (CS) 10K PROJECT
- Share with students how to be technology creators who can express themselves computationally

Be the DIFFERENCE that makes A DIFFERENCE!

"The CS 10K Project is an ambitious and bold endeavor that represents our best opportunity to transform computing education beginning where we must begin—at the high school level."

Jan Cuny, National Science Foundation

Enroll Today

TEACH North Texas
940-565-2265 • www.teachnorthtexas.unt.edu